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Abstract
Sports especially football has millions of fans across the globe, emerging into an
industry generating a lot of money. For a football league to be interesting, every element
must runs smoothly and nicely. One of the components that falls under the responsibility
of the organizer is to produce good fixtures for the matches. It has to be able to fulfill all
the constraints and yet it is a convenience for all who involved, including the followers
that will be watching the matches. And that is why this system is introduced. On top of
that, this system will provide a platform to attempt for a near paperless league
organization in the case of study, UniversitiTeknologi PETRONAS (uTp). Fully
integrated profiling function will enable the players and managers to have a new
experience of creating and forming the teams online. Apart from that, as any systerr is
expected to be, this system will ease almost all process in a football league; tearns and
officials registration, auto generated forms and reports, up-to-date league standing,
effective information dissemination, and team management. The system will save a lot
of time of both organizers and participants and information management is to be
considerably improved.
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Sports have been more than an entertainment now (Kendall, Knust, fubeiro, and Umrtia,
2010). It has emerged as an industry with millions of fans worldwide; turning it as a
promising money-machine venture to jump in. One of the most popular types of sports is
football. Every four years, Football World Cup will be organized attracting loads of
viewers worldwide. And for the nation hosting one of the largest sporting event in the
world, it anticipates a good effect in term of political, psychological, sociological,
culttnal and economical of its country (Hagr and Maening,2007).
1.2 Sports Scheduling
Whenever a sports competition is organized, there will be a need for a schedule or a
timetable. In big tournament, scheduling plays a major role economically as large
amount of its revenue comes from selling rights to broadcast to TV networks which in
return demand for most attractive games to be scheduled at certain dates and trmes
(Rasmussen and Trick, 2008). On the other hand, all teams of a tournament requires
good schedule for a good game-play in essence that the schedule allocate fair home and
away matches, sufficient breaks, as well as cost-effective for travelling.
1.3 Intelligent Football Management Information System
Intelligent Football Management Information System (IFMIS) is a web-based system
developed to manage a football league competition. While the system aims to serve any
football league upon completion, most of the scenarios during system development are
based on UniversitiTeknologi PETRONAS League (UTP League); an annual football
league for students and staff of UTP.
As the name suggests, the system is intended for coming out with a management
information system that will ease every party involves in the tournament. The
stakeholders ofthis system have been identified as:





A complete system will be able to serve two most important firnctions; profiling
and scheduling. Profiling in essence keeps the records of each and every players,
mimagers and referees involved in the tournament. The managers will be able to recruit
players to be in their team based on the database in the system. While scheduling on the
other hand acts as an 'engine' that will generate schedule for the tournaments based on
the consffaints and requirements specified during the development process.
Nevertheless, the system will still include other elements of infonnation management for
both league organizer and team managers. It will be able to handle every information-
related activities of the tournament from registation until the tournament is over.








The author has examined the current way of how UTP League is being organized every
single year. Based on the interview conducted, many respondents; the organizer, the
participants, and the public,agree to the idea of creating a website to manage most of the
processes involved in organizing the tournament. Below are some problerns and
concerns hoped to be tackled with the establishment of the website:
i) Go paper-less
It is how the way today's world operates; go paper-less. ln corporate world,
many paper-based business activities have been re-engineered to be paper-less.
Therefore, this website will convert the current conventional pen-and-paper
rnethod of registration process to online registration process. This way, the
organizer may use the advantage of Internet connection owned by every student
in the university. Every registration received will be stored in the database and
thus, easing the further processes.
ii) Information dissemination
Another way of looking information handling of a toumament is through which
the information is being disseminated to the target goup; either the competing
teams or the league followers. Taking example of UTP League 2010, the
information of the league displayed in its website as shown in Figure I (in this
case, it used blog) was not timely updated and even worse, the league standing
was updated only up until round forty out of forty-seven rounds in total.
Figure I : Snapshot from http://utpsoccerleazue l Lbloqspot.com
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iii) Attracting teams outside of UTP
Apart fiom the internal UTP League, UTP is scheduled to organize an open
tournament this year. It means that this tournament will be joined by teams from
outside of UTP. Using this website, promotion is more widened which will result
of more teams to join the tournament. Apart from that, registration function
provided by this website will ease the registration which can be done anywhere,
anytime, as long as the participants are connected with ttre Internet.
iv) Fixtures generation
It is agreed that schedule plays an important role for a football league. While the
schedule could be developed manually, it is much easier to set up a system
capable of generating a good fixture for the tournament. Furthermore, the system
could eliminate or at least reduce the tendenry of error compared to coming out
with a manually generated tournament timetable. In addition, lots of time could
be saved and be spent on other more important things of the tournarnent.
Objectives
The main objective of this research is to come out with a working web-based system
capable of handling and providing all the vital information of a football tournament. [t
aims to ease all the process and activities involved related with data collection,
manipulation and dissemination. In addition, this study aims for following specific
objectives:
A system that integrates the data from the organizer and the participating
teams in an efficient and effective way.
A system that will ease the organizer in disseminating relevant information of
the tournament such as the current league standing to the league audience.
A system with an ability to generate tournament fixture which satis& the
given constraints while be able to fulfill the basic needs of the participants.
1.5
1.6 Scope of Study
Most of the professional football leagues held even anywhere in the world comply with
the rules and regulations by F6d6rationlnternationale de Football Association (FIFA) or
translated in English as Intemational Federation of Association Football. FIFA acts as
the international governing body of association football, futsd and beach football. In
Malaysian context, the governing body is Football Association of Malaysia (FAM)
which has become a full-fledge member of FIFA in 1956.
In the process of developing this system, UTP League will be used as the case
study. As UTP League is in compliance to every rules and regulations by FAM and
FIFA, the system aims to be able to serve any professional football league. In term of the
system, it will cover every angle of league management. While the core of the system
would be profiling and scheduling, several other elements must be included to support
the two main scopes as depicted in Figure 2 below.
Reglstratlon process
Matdr managcmcnt
. :\t'lll | 
':i.Jl :r
Figure 2: Scope oftheproject
l. Tournament management: Managing the registration of teams, players and
officials.
Fixture generation: Create fixnre calendar for the league. It includes locatim
and important details for each match.
Match management: Register playo selection for each matc,h and produce
auto-gemerated forms for match result and repor! player stafirs, and to
compile match results and reports.
Report: Generate league standing table and to display matr;h results, scorer,




1.7 Limiutims ofthe Study
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This chapter mainly discusses on the general idea of Intelligent Football Management
Infonnation System (IFMIS). There will be few subtopics under this chapter which each
of them will address and discuss several important keywords in this paper.
2.1 Football
Merriam-Webster dictionary defines football as any of several games played between
fwo teams on a usually rectangular field having goalposts or goals at each end and
whose object is to get the ball over a goal line, into a goal, or between goalposts by
running, passing, or kicking. There are several variations of football like American
football, Australian Rules football, Canadian football, and few others.
In this paper however, the context is on association football; commonly referred
to as football or soccer. Britannica Encyclopedia describes football as game in which
two teams of I I players, using any part of their bodies except hands and arms, try to
maneuver the ball into the opposing team's goal. Only the goalkeeper is permitted to
handle the ball and may do so only within the penalty area surrounding the goal. The
team that scores more goals wins.(Refer to Figure l)
F€ddrationlnternationale de Football Association (FIFA) internationally has been
accepted as the highest governing body for football, futsal and beach footbdl. It is the
one to make major decision regarding any changes to rules and regulations of the sports.
It is also the one responsible for the most awaited and biggest football event in the
world, Football World Cup, a battle-field for the best 32 countries' football teams all
over the world. Next Football World Cup will be held in Brazil in 2014.
Bntannica Encyclopedia also ranked football as the world's most popular ball
game when measured in term of number of participants and spectators. The reasons
being are this sports is playable almost anywhere; from offrcial football field as shown
in Figure 3 to gyrnnasiuns, streets, playgrounds, parks, or even beaches. It is also simple
in principle and requires minimum equipment. FIFA too supports the premise by giving
out statistics on football. At the turn of 2l't century there are approximately 250 million
football players and over 1.3 billion people "interested" in football. During 2010 World
Cup finals, the combined television audience reached more than 26 billion.
,llm
Figure 3: A football field
ln Malaysia, the governing body for football in Malaysia is Football Association
of Malaysia (FAM). FAM was founded in 1933. It became an Asian Football
Confederation (AFC) in 1954 and later in 1956, it became a full-fledge mernber of
FIFA. In Malaysian context, several football leagues and championships were conducted
every year. Some of the leagues are Liga Super Malaysia (Malaysia Super League),
LigaPerdana Malaysia (Malaysia Premiere League) and Liga FAM (FAM League).
While for the championships, there are competitions between states and clubs in search
for Piala Malaysia (Malaysia Cup) and PialaSumbangsih (Sultan Haji Ahmad Shatr
Cup). Piala Malaysia for the record is the longest-running football competitions in Asia.
The tournament began in 1921, then known as Malaya Cup.
2.2 Football Management Information System
A joumal by Trisuwannawat and Chayawan (2010) has focused on database design for a
football league by taking Thai Football league as the case study. Database is an
important element that an information system should have. This study aims to gather all
the relevant data regarding Thai Football league from the past to be investigated and
verified by the experts and hence, to increase the efficiency and for cost benefits.
Another study by Yang and Li (2007) on the other hand information system in
term of information extraction; taking Beijing 2008 Olympic Games as the case study.
The study is done to produce an information system that will extract news from different
sources and store it in a database. This will ease the media to find the information
relevant to them as they would not be able to go through each and every news sources
just to find specific information.
Meanwhile, Xianbiao and Jun (2010) has conducted a study entitled 'Risk
Management Information System for Large-scale Sports Matches'. The study is mainly
about how information available about risks in large-scale sports matches is managed
and hence to suggest the improvement that can be made in order to increase their
efficiency and effectiveness. The research is significant in a sense that there are various
risks to be tolerated during large-scale sports matches. Some examples of that are:
violent acts of overexcited audiences, casualties for disrepair of rymnasium and others.
This paper however will make use of management information system conc€,pt
mostly in term of profiling and records during matches. Creation of profile for every
players, managers and referees requires a well-designed database (Described furttrer in
Chapter 3: Methodology). Apart from profiling, the information handled includes
matches records, registration of officials, and standing tables.
All these elements of management information syste,lns if successfully achieved
in the system will surely ease the management of the tournament and most importanfly
all the related information is secured safely and can be used as future reference. Next in
step, knowledge management components can be applied to the information in the
database in order to gain patterns or statistical data for further exploration.
23 Sports League
Nowadays, professional sports league is no more a cheap entertainment (Kendall, Knust,
Ribeiro, &Urrutia,20l0). It has become a multimillion business for some people. A
great deal of money has been invested in term of players, broadcasts, advertising and
others; generating tons of revenue for the investors (Wei, Fujimura, Wei, & Ding, 2010).
This scenario has therefore increases the importance and needs for the leagues to be
scheduled efficiently. And scheduling a tournament or a league is not easy as many
constraints involved in it like logistic, organizational, economical, and fairness issues.
2.4 Sports Competition Scheduling
As a result, sports competition scheduling (SCS) has become more significant in
research area since past few decades. The researches largely intensive on almost all
sports held on league basis and round-robin tournament play (Guangdong, Ping, &Qun,
1997) In general, the researches that have been conducted may use certain sports or
leagues as their real life case study while some others conducted studies on how a
certain algorithm approach is used to settle the problem of SCS. Researches in these two
particular fields have become more extensive by time as sports itself has grown rapidly
year by year.
Moreover, different types of sports have different timetabling requirements. In
the league of table-tennis for example, timetabling on the basis of regular dates is not
applicable (Schonberger, Mattfeld, &Kopfer, 2000). Scheduling a league is not an easy
task. It must fulfill many consffaints on time which include the number of games of
every pair of teams, the limits of number of consecutive home or away games for every
team, all pair of teams must have meet each other in the fust half of the season, and et
cetera (Yang, Huang, &Homg, 2002).
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While the research by Schonberger, Mattfield and Kopfer has focused on one
t_vpe of sports, another study done by Hun, Yeng and Chien (2010) was dedicated to
finding an optimized professional sports scheduling based on the shortest travelling cost.
The study was scoped to planning the timetable and defined on how the competing
teams are going to plan the route.
Another research (Nurmi, K. 2010), has outlined four major reasons for the





Introduction of the travelling tournament problem.
Evolution in computers allows microcomputers to be powerful enough to
involve in sports scheduling.
Development of new efficient algorithmic techniques to tackle previously
unsolvable problems.
Sports leagues now are more organized than ever.
2.5 ProgrammingAlgorithmApproach
Above all, the most important element in SCS is actually the programming algorithm
approach being used. The reason for quite a number of researches done in this area is to
find the most effective algorithm; or at least improve it in order to solve the addressed
problem. There are several algorithm approaches that has been introduced or used by the
researchers. Some of them include evolutionary algorithm (Yang, Huang, &Horng,
2002), (While &Barone, 2007), genetic algorithm (GAs) (Schonberger, Mattfeld,
&Kopfer, 2000), tabu search (Costa, 195), ant algorithms (Crauwels&Van
Oudheusden, 2003) and constraint-based programming (Juan, Ramli, & Ibrahim, 201l).
Different algorithms do not mean that one is superior or better than another. However,
the algorithm used is very dependent on the suitability of it to carter the problem




In this chapter, the author will discuss the systern in the point of view of system life
cycle development (SDLC). There is quite a number SDLCs. For the development of
this system, the author chose to adopt Rapid Application Developmeirt (RAD) model of
SDLC. Prior to that however, there will be a little explanation on the research design for
this system.
3.1 Research Design
The method used in conducted the research is constructive research. Figure 4 below
shows the flow of a constructive research. Applying this method gurdes the researc,h in a
direction that eases the eases the system development later on. First st€,p is to conduct an
extensive study on the literatures related to league information syst€,m as well as league
scheduling. Since this area has existed since few decades back, many joumals has b€co






Figure 4: Flow of a constuctive research
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Even though research design is established for this study, the research element
for this project is quite minimal. Reason being is that this system is developed based on
solid requirements from the project champions. They have specific functions to be
included in the system according to the nature of the tournaments they are handling. The
research will be useful during the development of the scheduling engine.
Since the early development for the system is scoped to UTP League, general
overview and details of the league must be available. One of the methods to collect all
the related details is by interviewing the coordinator of the league. All the information
gathered is then analyzed and organized accordingly to be tumed into system
requirement. Based on the requirement, a system is designed to fulfill the requirement of
the league management information system in UTP League context.
3.2 Method for Data Collection
Of many methods to collect data, face-to-face interview is considered as one the best.
Selected participants for the interview are the ones that involves directly with UTP
League; the organizers and participants. Other possible participants would be random
selection of students in order to know the point of view from the followers of UTP
League. Main objective of the interview is to collect relevant information about UTP
League. Listed in Table I below are the themes, purposes and few examples of questions
of the interview:





To get the idea on
custom organization
UTP League








To obtain details on
UTP League
o How many teams are
allowed to join UTP
League?





To collect data on the
degree on automation
using computers in UTP
League
o How the fixtures are
generated?







. How do you spread
the information?









challenges faced by the
custom
organization/participant





c Hott, to overcome tle
challenges?
Table l: Themes, purposes and samples of questions of interview
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3.3 System Development Life Cycle
On ttre other hand, in term System Development Life Cycle (SDLC), Rapid Application
Development (RAD) model is used. RAD, shown in Figure 5 below was chose,n as it
was developed to serve system development with constraints in timing while
emphasizing prototype rather than planning and analysis. It is compressed into a
sequence of short, iterative development rycles (Berger, Baynon-Davies, & Cleary,
2000). On top of that, system development using RAD gives few advantages; ease of
implementation, improved user satisfaction and shorter time-to market (Dau( Bakar,
and Rusli, 2010).
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3.4 Planning and Data Gathering Phase
The first phase in system development is the planning and data gathering phase. This
phase is very important as it will determine many essential components of the systern
that will be developed. Subcomponents below show in details the steps taken by the
author during planning and data gathering phase.
3.4.1 Redefining the Topic
Redefining the topic includes to come out with more detailed background study.
From the study, a solid problem statement is produced. Next, is to outline the
objectives of the study as well as the system. It is important also to define clearly
the scope of study and the system. This is to prepare for presentation during
meeting with the users or project champions later. At this stage also the author
prepares the Gantt chart as in Appendix I to estimate the timeline of the project.
3.4.2 Determine User Requirements
Idea redefining was done without any request from the real user yet. Therefore,
after the idea has been accepted to be a viable project title, the idea was then
further been roughly detailed out to be presented. After getting some input for
user requirement, only then the final objectives and scopes will be established. tn
general, the main objective of this project is clear; to produce a web-based
system that will be able to manage the coming football leagues in UTP. Other
objectives are several functions that are expected to be included in the systern
being profiling and scheduling to be the major functions that must be included.
The scope was also established together with the time constraints. This system
must be fully fimctional by the time next football tournament is organized in
UTP which scheduled to be in mid-2012.
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3.5 Analysis Phase
The second step in system development is the analysis phase. As the name suggests,
analysis phase is the part where user requirements are being scnrtinized in term of
feasibilities and others.
As the author receives the requests and details for the systems directly from the
project champions, it is quite easy to idorti$ the requireme,lrts for the syste,m. The
project champions of this project are:
l) MrHelmi bin M. Rais (Project Supervisor)
2) MrFaiz (Organizer of Vice Chancpllor Cup 2012)
3) MrBadrolzarnan (Organizer of UTP League 2Ol2)
In RAD model of SDLC, analysis is quite simple. Few basic flowcharts were
prepared and presented to the project champions. Based on the initial pres€otation,




As the result of the analysis phase, the author comes out with the designs for the system.
It includes the design of the graphical user interface, the conceptual, and the system
architecture of the system.
3.6.1 Graphical User Interface
Since the very beginning, the author and the project champions have come to a
mutual understanding that the graphical user interface (GUI) for this website may
be developed later after all the functionalities are all working. Therefore, the GUI
is very minimalistic in term of design. However, every detail and property are
properly labeled and be made user-friendly.
3.6.2 Conceptual Design
one of the most important diagrams that have to be produced by the author in
order to ease the understanding of the audience on how the system is going to be
developed is the flowcharts. several flowcharts were produced at the beginning
and as time goes by, they were all further improved in order to enhance the
functionalities of the website. These flowcharts show the process flow of the
system. It basically shows the data, processes and decisions involved.
Another important design is the database design. At the beginning, the
author expected that this website will only involve less than five tables.
Nevertheless, as more functionalities being added-up the database grows to a few
more tables. As the result, the database design defining the relationship among
the tables has to be detailed up very carefirlly.
All the designs were created using Microsoft visio 2010 software. The
outcome of the conceptual design will be further discussed in chapto 4.
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3.6.3 Physical Design
Physical design refers to the nature of how the system is being developed. It
encompasses the technology used, the software, the hardware and the database.
Table 2 below shows the tool/element used in developing this project.
No. TooUElement Softrvare/Platform
I ASP.NET development
Microsoft Visual Web Developer
2008 Express Edition
2 Web design HTML
3 Programming language Visual Basic (VB.NET)
4 Database Microsoft Access 2010
Table 2: Tools used to develop IFMIS
3.6.4 System Architecture
IFMIS is developed as a website in order to fulfill its objective of being an
effective medium to disseminate information. The website is integrated with
database. This database serves as the place where all ttre information and data are
stored. While the database holds the tables and fields, the manipulation of the
information contained in it is progmmmed in the system.
when this website is deployed later, only the owner of the server where
all the files are located may access all the original files and database. Owner in
this context is not referring to the admin of IFMIS, but the tr staff of UTp.
Further details about this will discussed in access level topic in chapter 4.
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3.7 Prototyping Cycle Phase
Even though this there is interview session conducted while doing the research for this
project, the most significant and important thing is fulfilling the user requirements.
Research element in this project is at minimum level as the users already have specific
requirements for this system. As the system is being developed, meetings with the
project champions are conducted time by time. This situation enables the system to be
developed along with the process of refining the functionalities further.
The development of this system uses 'firnctionalities first, graphical user
interface (GUI) later' approach. It means that the system is developed with minimal GUI
in the first place. As example, emphasize is given to working buttons and links rather
than the position and color of them. GUI will be refined later after all the functions has
been included and working properly.
Weekly meeting is set to be on every Friday in order to present the updates and
progress of the system development. The session will also be used to correct any
fturctionality which seems to be unsuitable with the league constraints. Once the current
requirement is fulfilled, next step and fi.rnctionalities will be outlined to be developed.
This process iterates until all the desired functions has been completed and ready to be
deployed. Therefore, interaction between the developer and the project champions is





Figure 6: Prototyping rycles consisting build, demonstrate and refine
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3.8 Testing Phase
Test on the system will be done once the system has been fully completed. Ideally, the
testing process should be conducted in two environments. The first one is on the
personal computer itself; where the system is being developed. And the second one is in
the real web environment (if deployed later). All the frrnctions will be tested in order to
detect for any bug on the system. Testing on the integrity of the links in the database is
one of the crucial tests that the system must pass. tf everything is bug-free, the system
will then be hosted in the real web environment. Some glitches are expected whe,n first it
is transferred to ttre web as the links and connections especially on the database have to
be recreated.
However, prior to deployment, several testing must be conducted to oth€r
stakeholders as well; especially the project champions and expected users. There are a
few tests that have been done. Some of them include:
Acceptance testing: To verifo whether or not it meets specific customer
requirements.
Functional testing: To validate that the website conforms to its
specification and conectly performs all its required functions.
System usability testing: To test the website on users.
3.9 ImplementationPhase
This web-based system will be put in a UTP domain once it is proved to be bug-free and
robust enough to handle the expected traffic from the users. The implementation'is
expected to begin with the coulmencement of Vice Chancellor Cup 2012 n Febnrary
2012. The players, managers, and organizers are expected to fully utilize all the
frrnctionalities available in the system in order to ensure a smooth sailing of the syst€m
and hence to the tournament will be a platform to test the ability of the rystem in




This chapter will discuss about the outcome from several research conducted in earlier
stage of the website development. It will include the outcome of the preliminary
research conducted as well as the user requirements; the proposed solution, the
diagrams, types of users, and frrnctionalities of the system. The later part of this chapter
will then discuss about the system development.
4.1 UTP League
The research procedure mainly involves interviews with the current and past organizers
of UTP League. The purpose is to get the information about UTP League. The interview
process has been discussed in Chapter 3. One of the interviews was conducted with Mr
Badrolzaman, a staff of UTP Co-Cunicular (Sports) Unit who is also the person in
charge for previous years' UTP League. From the interview, the author gained a clear
view about UTP League's structure.
UTP League is an annual soccer tournament held for UTP students and staff. It is
organized by Co-Curriculum (Sports) Unit of UTP in collaboration with Sekretariat
Rakan Muda UTP. Usually, it will be organized in the first semester of each study year.
UTP League is actually quite static in term of organization. Not to point that it is
negative. It simply means that every year, the components of the tournament have not
changed much.
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4. l.l Tournament Style
Every year, there will be 20 teams to compete in the tournament. Those 20 teams
are divided into four groups; A, B, C and D, five teams in each goup assigned
randomly. In the first round, each team will be matched-up against all teams in
their groups. Therefore, each team will play four matches in the first round.
Points are given based on standard 3-l-0 systan. Using this system, three points
were awarded for each win, one point for draw, and no point for lose. At the end
of the first round, if nryo teams are level on points it is decided by goal difference
which is goals scored minus goals conceded and whoever has the highest total
wins.
Winners and first runner-ups of each group will be qualified to move on
to the quarter-final round. There will be four matches in the quarter-final round
and four winners of the matches will compete in the semi-finals. Of four teams in
semi-final round, two winning team will play against each other in the final
round and the winner will be crowned as the UTP League Champion of that
particular year. Chart 1 below illustrates the course of the tournament from the
quarter-finals to the final round.
Chart 1: Quarter-finals to the final round match course
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4.1.2 Duration
UTP League tournament usually lasts for about ten weeks. Two matches will be
held every Friday, Saturday, and Sunday evening for each week after
commencement of the toumament.
4.1.3 Fixtures
As the number of teams playing in urP League for each year is fixed to 20
teams, the fixtures for UTP League is quite static too. The organizer o!\,ns a
template which will be used every year for ge,nerating the tournamexrt fixtures.
with 20 teams playrng, there will be 47 matches in toal; 40 matches of the first
round, four matches of quarter-final round, two matches of se,mi-finals, and lastly
one final match. Figure 4 below shows the template used by the organizer to
come out with the fixtures for UTP League.
4.1.4 Organizing Committees
Helping the staff of UTP co-cunicular unit (sports) are students orgnizing
committees. Generally, the students consist of the mernbers of Selaetariat Rakan
Muda (SRM) of UTP.
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Figrre 7: Te,lnplate of fixnnes for UTP League
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4.2 Proposed Solution
In order to tackle the problem statement specified earlier in Chapter 1, a website will be
developed. The website (refers to IFMIS project) is expected to address two major
element in organizing a football tournament; in this case UTP League and Vice
Chancellor Cup. The two elements are l) Profiling, and 2) Scheduling. The trltimate goal
for this project is for the developed website to be deployed using utp.edu domain and
hence be accessible by everyone.
4.3 Functionalities of IFMIS
One good thing about developing TFMIS is that the project champion is very clear on the
requirements for the website. Therefore, it is quite easy for the author to outline clear
frrnctionalities of the website desired by them. After a few meeting and refinements,
there will be four main functionalities of the website; l) Tournunent managemenq 2)
Fixture generation, 3) Matches management, and 4) Report. Figure 8 below shows the
detai I sub-fi.urctions of each functionalities.
Figrue 8: Expected functionalities of IFMIS
4.4 Types of Users
Before going any further into the system, the author has to understand who the users or
the audience of this website will be. Only then it will be easier to anticipate the expected
full design of the website that need to be developed. This website user should consist of
four different types.
4 4.1 The Public
The public simply means the crowd that visit the website just to get information
regarding the leagues or toumaments handled by the website. For most of the
time, they are looking for the matches' schedules and the league standing. The
visitors of this type should have access limited to viewing only. No username
and password are required.
4.4.2 The Website Adminisffator
Website administrator would probably has the access to most of the functions
that other users do not. web administrator's account will be given to the
organizing committee. It requires usemame and password. The web
administrator will be responsible for creating league/tournament, generating
toumament's fixtures, and inputting matches' scores, and cards.
Apart from that, website administrator should gain access to the database. If
there is any request from users to reset username and password, website
adminisfrator has the privilege to access the master database and reset them. Web




The players have to create a player account in order for their name to appear in
the list of players. The players have to be chosen by any team manager in order
for them to join any team. Once they have joined a team, other managen will not
be able to offer them a place in their team anymore. And the players will be able
to see their teammates together with their playing positions. Players will only be
able to view, not making any changes to their teammates.
4.4.4 The Team Manager (Personal)
Just like the players, team managers have first to create a team manager aocormt
Once the account is created, only then they will be able to create a team under
any tournament. The team created will have its own username and password and
that team account will be used to manage the team instead of this persmal
profile. So, basically the manager will own two profiles; personal and team.
4.4.5 The Team
Usually, only the manager will have the access to this account; rmless, the
manager tnrsts anybody else to have the access too. Once the managers have
created this team account, they may start hunting for their players by offering
them a place in their team. Managers will have the privilege of assigning their




l-lrc olllcials refer to the referees and other officials involve in the tournament.
'l'hey arc required to register themselves in the system because their narne and




In general, the flow of the system starts when it is decided that a tournament will be held
and is created in the system by the website administrator. Then, the system will be
opened for registration of players, managers, and officials. When the registration period
has been closed, the web administrator is responsible for grouping process, generating
fixture, and assigning appropriate officials during the toumament.
During the tournament, administrator (part of the organizer) will have the
responsible to provide forms to be used during the tournament and also to update the
scores and cards into the system. The system will automatically rank the tearns
according to ttre points gained and display the result in league standing table. Figure 8
stunmarizes the flow of the system in general.
However, the flowchart as shown in Figure 9 does not reflect the flow for
specific user like the players, managers, officials or even the administator itself.
Therefore this subtopic is further divided into following smaller points explaining in
detail the flow for each and every user of the system. The explanation will be supported
by a few flowcharts for easier understanding. For registered users like the players, team
managers, and officials, the system flows showed assume that they have completed the
registration process and the flow is for subsequent visits.
Figure 9: General flowchart for IFMIS
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4.5.1 System Flow for Public
System flow for public user is the simplest of all. tt does not involve any process
or data transfer. However, every registered user has to arrive at this page first
before being able login. Figure l0 below show a simple systfii flow for public
viewer.
Fierue l0: Flowchart fo public viewer
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4.6.2 System Flow for Player
As registered users, players have to enter their own usemame and password for
every visit in order to access their personalized account. If the usemame matches
the password, the system will display their details. If they detected any wrong
detail, they may edit and update their details. If they still do not belong to any
team, they may view team managers list and contact them personally later. For
players with team, they may view their schedule as well as their teammates and
positions; all determined by the team manager. Another firnction accessible by
players is notification. Notification is simply to notifu the players if any team has
offered the players to join its team. Figure I I below shows the system flow for
registered players.




4.5.3 System Flow for Team Manager (personal)
This is meant for the team manager logging in using personal account, not the
team account. What the users can do is to edit their personal dehils if there is any
correction to make and also to create a team. One user should only be able to
create and manage only one team for a toumament. Figure 12 below shows the
system flow.






4.5.4 System Flow for Team
As explained earlier, the original person having access to this team account is
only that team's manager. Therefore, after logging in into the team profile, the
team manager may open the database of all players. The database however will
show only *re players whose still do not join any team yet. The managers may
select any players they want and the players will be notified. tf the players accept
the offer, the team manager has to approve first before the players are confirmed
to be in their team.
Next, the team managers may op€n up the daabase of all the players in
their team. The system allows the user to change two data here; the player
position in the team, and whether the player is substitute or playing. Personal
data of the players could not be changed by the manager. Figure 13 below shows
the system flow for tearn account.
Figure l3: Flowchart for team accormt
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4.5.5 System Flow for OfEcial
Provided correct username and password, officials will be redirected to their
profile. From the main account page, the officials can only change their profile
details. In addition, they may view the league standing as well as the fixnges for
the tournament. Part of the fixtures is personalized to the referee to see which
matches they involve in. Figure 14 below shows the syste,m flow for officials.
Figure 14: Flowchart for ofEcials
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4.5.6 System Flow for Website Administrator
First of all, web administrator is in charge for creating a league or a tournament.
After certain penod where players and managers registered themselves and the
team managers recruit players for their team, web administrator will generate the
fixtures based on available teams. Web administrator will then assign each match
to dates, pitches and referee in-charge. After each match, web administrator will
update teams' scores, scorers and cards.
Apart from that, web adminisfrator may reset the usemame and password in case
of any registered user forgets either one. Resetting means the web administator
will assign temporary username or password of that particular person record in
the database and the details will be emailed to that person. This also applies to
the teams, leagues and matches. Web administrator also may access the master
database to delete certain record when necessary. Figure 15 below shows the
system flow for web administrator.
Figure l5: Flowchart for web administator
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4.6 Database Design
Database is one of the most important elements in this project. The database's size
increases significantly in term of the number of tables as more frrnctionality was added
to the system. IFMIS is connected to a database named MyFyp developed using
Microsoft Access. The database contains eight tables connected to each other. Below is
the list of the tables together with their field names. While Figure 16 that follows shows
the database entity relationship diagram (ERD) model.
Player__profile (lD, fullname, ic_number, phonel, phone2, email, weight, height,
usemame, password, position, playing, team)
Manager_profile (lD, fullname, ic_number, phonel, phone2, email, weight, height,
usemame, password, /eaz)
Officialjrofile (lD, fullname, ic_number, phonel, phone2, email, weight, height,
usemame, password, position)
League (leazue-lD, league-name, total-team, date-start, date-eird,league-type)
Team (team-lD, team-name,login ID, password, SouP, league)
Fixture (fixture-lD, date_match, time-match, home, away, home-score, away score,
venue, league, referee)
Table (table ID, P, w, d, l, q a,points, team)








l]igure l6: ERD N'lodel for IFN'llS' database
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4.7 Pro.lect Development
This paa will discuss in detail regarding the frmctionalities offered by the website. Be
noted that only certain critical functionalities will be included. As much as possible, this
section will we explaining on few aspects; 1) What has been developed, 2) Why it is
developed that way or What it is trying to achieve, and 3) Issues and problems faced in
developing it (if any).
4.7.1 User Registratlon
One of the irnportant aspects of this website is that it eases the registration
process. Frorn the conventional manual registration, IFMIS allows the players,
managers and officials to register themselves remotely online. It reduces the use
of'physical papers and ultimately, it holds the records neatly in a dedicated

























Figure l7: Online sign up form
___l '
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Every field is made compulsory; marked with asterisk, except for the
second contact number. Failure to fill compulsory fields will trigger a pop-up
window reminding the user to make sure that all compulsory fields are filled.
Figure l8 below shows the error message.
,lcasc entcr cuery fidd witir a*Grid(
Figure l8: Error message for incomplete registation form
Apart from that error checking mechanism, users wish to register are
required to enter desired password for two times. This is to make sure that they
are inputting the correct password; reducing the possibility of t)"ing error which
will cause them to be unable to access their account. Figure 19 shows the error
message displayed if the system detected the passwords entered mismatched.
Figure 19: Error message for mismatched passwords
rasrnor* dont nr:ci. Flcrrc rertrr thc psrod
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As shown in Figure 16, this registration form contains radio button field
labeled as'Signing up as'. The options available are player, manager, or referee.
User's choice will determine where the entered details will be saved in; either in
Playerlrrofile table, Managerlrrofile table, or Officiallrofile table. These users
were separated in term of table in database because each user contains different
fields. It is also for easier manipulation of data and information; without
compromising the database design integrity.
4.7.2 Choosing Players
Another advantage of using IFMIS over the conventional way of organizing a
football tournament is that it allows the manager to offer any player a place in the
team. lJsing team account, the manager is able to see the list of all registered
players that still do not belong to any team yet. Therefore, if the manager is
interested in any player, the manager has the chance to offer the player a place in
the team. Figure 20 shows the interface displayed when the manager wishes to
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Figure 20: List of all player without team yet
To ease the manager who wishes to off€r many players at one go, the
manager chooses the players by ticking the checkbox at the end of each row.
After selection, the manager has to press the 'Confirm Selection' button to send
the selected players the offer notification.
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4.7.3 Notification
Next functionality to be discussed is the so-called notification system. This
simple notification system serves only to notify both the players and teams
regarding their offer status. To ease the understanding, there will be series of
figures below.
As shown in Figure 20 previously, the team may offer any player they are
interested to be in their team. Once the offer is submitted, the players may view
the offer in their profile under notification page, as show in Figure 2l below. It
shows that the player, John, has been offered by team Perak.
Figure 2l: Offer notification from team Perak to John
To accept the offer, John has to click on the accept button. Why there is
no reject buffon for John to reject the offer? Actually, any offer received by the
player will stay in the notification page. Everything will only be deleted
whenever the player accepts any offer from any team. Reason being is that; l)
I'he database manipulation is quite complicated; 2) The player will stuely join
any team sooner or later; and lastly, 3) The notification function serves only prior
to joining any team. After that, it serves no purpose anymore.
If John accepts the offer from Perak, the team will be notified and take
note that John is not yet a member of Perak. Figure 22 below shows the
notification seen by Perak when John acce,pts the offer.
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Figtue 22: Notification for the team when the player accepted the off[er
John will only belongs to team Perak after the team click on 'Accept'
button shown in Figure 22. T\at is the way the team confirmed the position of
John in the team. on that note, this simple notification syst€m is basically on
first-come-first-serve basis. on the other han( Figure 23 below shows the
notification received by John after Perak has confirmed his position in the team.
The bufton 'Accept' here means nothing except that for database ptupose; whe,n
John clicks the button, the database will capture that John has read the
notification. No further notification will take place.
Figure 23: The team has confirrred player's position in the team
This notification system still has lots to be improved- The author hows
that there are some glitches and wealaresses of this notification which should be
tackled in order to have a perfect football managemeot system. Holding it back
from being 100% efEciemt is that because it is based on the database, which is
usually not very suitable for implementing a rapid 6fuangrng data of the same
field like notification system. Nevertheless, for a basic ftmctionality, this
notification system serves its purpose very well.
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4.7.4 (ienerating Fixtures
Finding suitablc algorithm to generate fixtures is one of the main objectives for
devcloping lt;MIS in the first place. If the fixtures are subjected to many
corrstraints like availability of the pitches, referees, home and away matches, and
so rnany others, the algorithm can be very complex and will consume a lot of
ellbrt and tirne to be developed.
For this project however, minimal constraints were allocated, suitable for
the scale of its intended usage. It does not include home and away matches
(though stated so) and the most important constraint being tackled is to eliminate
two consecutive matches for a team. The algorithm is on Attachment l. Figure
25 below shows the "Generate Fixture" page where the website administrator
needs to choose the league and starting date.
Choose 6c strt d.tc of6c
Figure 24: Choosing league and starting date to generate fixtures
Figure 25 below shows the result of schedules generated for VC Cup
2012 with six cornpeting teams. Figure 26 that follows shows the full fixtures
together with the date and venue of the matches except for the referee which will
be assigned manually at this stage of development due to some constraints.
Matches are set at two matches per day.
lmacn e :Team 2 ry'S Tsam 5
: Match 7 : Team 4 VS Telm 6
Mdch 8 : Teem 1 VS Term 3
Match 9 : Team 5 VS Team 6
,Match 10: Torm I VSfram4
rMcch 11 : Team 3 VS Team 6
Ittla.n t2 : Tcam 4 VS Team 5
Match 13 : Team 2 VS Team 3
M.rch 14 : Tcam 1 VS Team 5
Metch 15 : Team 2 VS Team 6
re&rccsfor 6c

























































































Figure 26: Full fixtures generated
I : Team 1 VS Teem 2
2:Tcam3VSTclm5
3 : Teem 2 VS Team 4
4 : Tcam 1 VS Team 6
5 : Tcam 3 VS Team 4
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4.7.5 League Table
Lastly, as any other tournament offers, IFMIS will display the league standing
table available to be viewed by everyone; public and registered psers. The teams'
points will be updated after each match when the committee members inputted
the scores into the database. Simple arithmetic algorithm will be used in order for
the system to automatically update the points based on the sandard pointer
system. Figure 25 shows an example of the league sanding table. As usual, it is



















Figure 27 : Lagae standing table
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4.8 llesults ol"l'esting
As mentiorrcd in the rnethodology chapter, there are three testing conducted; l)
Acceptance testing, 2) Functional testing and 3) System usability testing.
4.8.1 AcceptanceTesting
Acccptance tcsting was conducted to veriff whether or not the system developed
rneets specific customer requirement which in this case refers to one the project
charnpions, Mr Helmi bin Md Rais. As regular meetings were always conducted
wilh hiln. this test uses any responses, comrnents and critics he give from the
mectings. Basically, the parameters of this test are the expected functionalities of
tlris systern. Table 3 below shows the result of the test as of this report is written.
No Function Rcrult
Add teams'details Completed
2 Add players'detarls Completed
-t Add officials'details Completed
4 Add fixture date Completed
5 Generate toumament fi xtures calendar Completed for round robin
6 Generate club fixtures calendar Completed
7 (]et matches detalls Completed
8 Generate pre-printed form To be completed
() Players selection Can be improved
l0 Match result Completed
il Generate league standing table Completed
l2 Generate top scorer list To be improved
l3 Cards To be improved
Table 3: Results of acceptance testing
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4.8 2 l;unctional 'l"esting
Irunctional testing was done in order to validate that the website conforms to its
spccification and correctly performs all its required functions. This testing was
conducted in more depth compared to acceptance testing. The author as the
dcveloper conducted this test. The parameters are based on the functions that can
be perfonned by each of the user type. Table 4 below shows the result of the
testing as ol'tltis report is written.
No Function Result
Website Adm inistrator Account
I Create league Completed
1 (ienerate fixtures Completed for round robin
3 Generate fi xtures manuallY Completed
4 Asstgn group Completed
5 Assign referee Completed
6 Enter score
To be associated wrth top
scorer and cards.
7




8 Edit profile Completed
9 Frnd manager Completed
l0 Open team Completed
ll Notification Completed
l2 My matches Completed
t3 Open league table Completed
Manager Account (Personal)
t4 Edit profile Completed
t5 Create team Completed
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Team Account
l6 Open player database Can be improved
t7 Choose player Can be improved
l8 My team matches Complaed
l9 League standing Completed
20 Notification Completed
Ofliciel Account
2t Edit profile Completed
Public Vierw




24 Sign up forms Complacd
Table 4: Results of functional testing
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4.8.3 System Usability Testing
According to Sauro, System Usability Scale (SUS) created by John Brooke in
1986 is the most used questionnaire for measuring perceptions of usability. To
test the usability of this system, the author used the aforernentioned SUS. It is
most regretted that to the date this report is written, the football league scheduled
to be held is still postponed. Therefore, the author has to revise the planning of
getting the players, managers and organizers of the tournament to test this
system. The next best thing is to get some colleagues of different background
with regard to football knowledge and familiarity to test the system using SUS.
A total ofnine respondents are used in this testing process.
SUS requires the respondents to give scale of (1) to (5) towards ten it€,ms.
The ten items in SUS cover a variety aspect of system usability, which includes
the need of support, training, and complexity which leads to having a high level
of validity for determining the usability of a system. The iterns are:
l. I think that I would like to use this system frequently
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex
3. I thought the system was easy to use
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical penon to be able to use this
system
5. I found the various frrnctions in this system were well integrated
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system
7. I would imagine that most people would leam to use this system very quickly
8. I found the system very cumbosome to use
9. I felt very confident using the system
10. I needed to learn a lot of things befone I could gA goingwith this syst€m
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I:ach itern in SUS will be accompanied by









Figure 28: Scale of SUS
I'he score of SUS is calculated as follows:
For odd items: subtract one from the user response.
For even-numbered items: subtract the user responses from 5
This scales all values from 0 to 4 (with four being the most positive
response).
Add up the converted responses for each user and multiply that total
by 2.5. This converts the range of possible values from 0 to 100
instead of from 0 to 40.
Chart 2 below shows the score of each SUS item responded by the nine
rr:spondents. In another perspective, the total score is 81.136. In SUS, this score
is not percentage. Score above 68 is considered above average. Referring to
percentile rank graph provided by Sauro, score of 81 136 is converted to around
percentile rank of 90oA. ln simpler words, the score shows that usability and
leanrability have been successfully achieved in meeting the objective.
SWtem UsabllltV Scale
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To conclude, Intelligent Football Manageme,lrt lnformation System is developod by
gving ernphasize on two main things; profiling and scheduling. Howevcr, othcr
important elements of football management information system arc also includod Evea
though the fixtures for UTP League has been quite static, fte system hss boco equip,pod
with some dynamic elements for generating fixnrrcs in order fc this systcm to be able to
be used by other league as well.
As for the benefit of using the information mrnagcm€ot systeo, it is hopod thU
by implementing the system, more trme could be saved and information would bc
disserninate more efficiently and hence the quality of the league would incrpasc
significantly. Information and communication rcchnolory esp*ially 6e Intema is
everywhere today. Every organization is moving towards mae artrmatod md doctrmic
transaction nowadays; so should football league managcment in UnivcrsitiTdoologi
PETRONAS.
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5.2 Recommendations and Future Work
For a system being developed in such a short period of time, there are few additions may
be plugged to the project for firrther improvement. First of all is to put more conshaints
into the algorithm to generate the schedules. As more cmstraints sct up, it is hopcd tha
the system will be more effective and the tournnment will be m6ge orgnnizod. Extcnsive
research is required for that to be realized but yet it is not impossible.
The second one is in term of more reliable notification syst€m as discgsscd in
Chapter 4 earlier. Maybe database-based notification system is not really suitable. Thcrc
has to be a more appropriate platform or technolory thu can be usod fr a bencr
notification system. If that happens, then the notificatim will becmc mqc uscfrrl lod
can be used to other situation as well.
And the last recommendation is to add morc functionality to &e sysm. ThGrG
are more actually for a football management informrtim sysEm to bc cfficictit !trd
effective. As example, virtual chatroom; fo easier cmmrmicatim, rrticlcs and ncrs
update; for more informative website, and also mqe automatcd fimcions in adcr m
make it more commercial, madmize the available tochnologr, lDd rc&re thc
dependency on manual tasks.
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ProtectedSub btnGenerate_Click(ByVa1 sender AsObject, ByVal e As
System.EventArgs) Handles btnGenerate.Click
Dim team As Integer
Dim match As Integer : 0
Dim 11, 12 As Integer
Dim count As Integer : 0
Dim a, b As Integer
Dim result, resu1t2, result3, result4, resu1t5, result6 As String
Dim resu1t7, resultB As Integer
Dim counterstring As String
Dim dateMatch As Date
Dim league As String
Dim con As Boolean = False
Dim Gen As System.Random
Gen = Neh, System.Random(My.Computer.Clock.TickCount)
team = GridView2.Rows.Count
dateMatch = Date. Parse (Calendarl.SelectedDate)
dateMatch - dateMatch.AddDays (-1.5)
league = DropDownlist5,SelectedValue
Di.m cons = New
OIe DbConnection ( " Provider=Microsof t . Jet . OLEDB. 4 . 0,' Data Source- it
Server. MapPath ( "team.mdb" ) )
Dim cmd As O1eDbCormnand
Dim sql As String
Dim objcmd As New OleDbConunand
-_td-l




'to run the unschedule matches
Dim s (match - 1, 2) As Integer
Dim counter As Integer = 1
-_id-t
While a < team
b:a+1
While b <: team
s (counter - 1, 0) = a
s (counter - 1, 1) = b
result = Systen.Convert.ToString(s(counter 
- l, O))
result2 = System.Convert.ToString(s(counter 
- 1, 1))
counterString = System. Convert.ToString (couatcr)
counter=counter+1
b=b+1
hlnLl Wlti I t:
d-dra
i.r i 'tJiriLc
' I r'r r un sa'hedLl led matches
con : f'a 1ss
I^Jh i 1,, con = I.: I se
a=0
hil.ilr'a < 5
'sw.t1-.ptnc1 parrs ranc'lomiv before start saneduiing
r1 : Gen.Next (1, match) .ToStrj-ng
12 = Gen . Ne::t (1 , match) . ToStri-ng
swap(s(11, 0), s(12, 0))
swap(s(r1, 1), s(T2, 1) )
6=3+1
I-ln,l lrJhi lc-
con = T'r L: e
count = 0
d-L
Whi lt: a <: team
b=0
Whiie b < match




















Whrfe: a <= match
resul-t4 = System.Convert.ToString(s(a _ 1, O) )
resultT = (s(a - 11 0)) - 1
result5 = System.Convert.ToString(s(a - 1, 1) )
resultS = (5(a _ 1; 1)) - 1
counterstring : System. Convert.ToString (a)
result5 = "Match " + counterString * " : Team " + result4 +
'r VS Team " + resultS
IstResult . Items .Add ( result6)
For i : 0 To GridView2.Rows.Count - 1
IfresultT=iThen
result4 = GridView2.Rows (i) .Ce1ls (0) .Text.ToString
End If
IfresultS=iThen
resultS = GridView2.Rows (i) .Ce11s(0) .Text.ToString
End If
Next
dateMatch : dateMatch.AddDays (0. 5)
IfaMod2<>0Then
sq1 = "INSERT INTO fixture ([home], [home_score],
lawayl, Iaway_score], Idate_match], Itime_match], Ivenue], IIeague],
Ireferee]) VALUES ("'& result4 &'r, 0, t"& result5 ['t, 0, r'&
dateMatch &"t, t5:00 PMtr rAr, ttt& league &trtr tEmptyt)"
Else
sql = 'INSERT INTO fixture ( [home], [home_scole],
Iaway], Iaway_score], Idate_match], Itime_match], [venue], Ileague],
Ireferee]) VALUES ("'& result4 &"r, 0, t,'& results t..,0, t16
dateMatch &"r, '5:00 PM'r rB', t"& league 6,"r tEmptyr)"
EndIf
cmd = New OleDbCommand(sql, cons)
cons. Open ( )
objcmd : New OleDbConunand(sql, cons)
obj cmd. ExecuteNonQuery ( )




PrivateSub swap(ByRef a Aslnteger, ByRef b Aslnteger)
r swaps the values, and srdaps for all corresponding corunns after that,to keep each column together
Dim temp, temP2 Aslnteger
temP = 6
temP2 = b
b = temp
a : temp2
EndSub
